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OUR OBJECTIVE

The objective of the Agricultural Produce Agents Council (APAC) is to regulate the occupations of fresh produce, export and 
livestock agents and to maintain and enhance the status and dignity of those occupations and the integrity of those practising 
those occupations, according to Section 9 of the Agricultural Produce Agents Act, Act 12 of 1992 (the Act).

Act Regulator

Fresh Produce ExportsLivestock

To be an innovative, supportive, 
proactive, and responsive 

regulatory body.

To effectively and efficiently 
regulate the occupations of fresh 
produce, export, and livestock 
agents to:
• fulfil our mandate under the 

Act.
• protect against dishonest 

practices.
• uphold our responsibility to 

maintain and enhance the 
occupations of fresh produce, 
export, and livestock agents.

• position APAC to effectively 
contribute to the development 
and transformation of the 
agency system of trading of 
agricultural products.

• Fairness: We will act with 
objectivity, empathy, integrity, 
prudence, and transparency.

• Attitude: We will be an 
ambitious, professional, 
passionate, supportive, 
reliable, and dedicated 
workforce.

• Drive: We will be driven to 
deliver our objectives defined 
by the Act.

OUR 
VISION

OUR 
MISSION

OUR 
CORE VALUES
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This business plan sets out the way forward for year three of our three-year strategic plan that was devised on 22 January 
2019. The core objective of APAC remains to regulate and control the activities of fresh produce, export and livestock agents 
effectively as prescribed by the Act. This unequivocally serves to protect our beautiful industry and specifically the farmers 
who ensure food security. 

On 23 March 2020, the President declared the COVID-19 pandemic to be a national disaster and instituted a nationwide 
lockdown to combat this grave public health emergency. Those involved in the production, distribution, transportation, and 
supply of food were exempted from the lockdown and classified as “essential services”. Agriculture at large, continued without 
interruption, and so did APAC. Not once did we waiver, but remained focused on our important role to serve the industry 
through amongst other things, the following:

• The implementation of the Rules in Respect of Livestock Agents on 22 January 2020.
• The implementation of the Rules in Respect of Export Agents on 18 May 2020.
• The development, gazetting and implementation of Directions Regarding Livestock Auctions on 31 July 2020.
• The submission of revised Rules in Respect of Fresh Produce Agents for approval by the Minister.
• The gazetting of Biosecurity Rules for Livestock Agents on 13 November 2020 to ensure animal health.

We are also pleased to note that Cabinet approved the submission of the Agricultural Produce Agents Bill 2020, to Parliament. 

These amendments seek to 
• Refine certain definitions. 
• Provide for certain provisions of the Act to apply to all categories of agents. 
• Clarify the appointment and responsibilities of the Registrar. 
• Provide for financial statements of the Council to be audited by the Auditor General. 
• Provide for insurance of the Fidelity Fund. 
• Clarify further the conditions for acting as an agent. 
• Provide for trust accounts for export and livestock agents. 
• Provide for insurance by agents. 
• Address longstanding and overdue rectifications and practical matters. 

APAC is fully committed to this process and will do all in its power to support the approval and implementation of these much-
needed amendments that will enhance and better serve the industry. 

In addition, APAC will continue with existing regulatory activities such as administration relating to the registration of agents, 
collection of agents’ fees and the collection of audited accounting records as prescribed by the Act. Regular agent inspections 
by APAC personnel are to continue at fresh produce markets and subsequent investigations and disciplinary actions will 
be launched where and when needed. APAC, in association with the Department of Agriculture, Land Reform, and Rural 
Development (DALRRD), will continue to train and develop small commercial farmers in training workshops across the country, 
as part of APAC’s commitment to transformation and developmental training.    
 
Extensive marketing and advertising campaigns will continue to create awareness and educate farmers with respect to the 
functioning and importance of using registered agents, as regulated by APAC. This not only broadens APAC’s reach, but it also 
protects farmers who could potentially be lured into vulnerable situations when marketing their produce.  

The economic outlook for South Africa will remain a challenge. It is therefore important that APAC evaluates its strengths and 
weaknesses within its internal and external environment to ensure that it continues as the backbone of the industry it serves.
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OVERVIEW OF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES FOR 2021/2022

TThe following strategic objectives were identified on 22 January 2019 to ensure that APAC remains an effective regulatory 
body:

Continue with 
existing regulatory 

activities.

Consider aspects 
that are required 

in the Act that can 
be amended by 

the rules.

Represent 
exporters on 

the Council and 
meet with the 

Exporters’ Forum 
(FPEF) to consider 
current needs and 

rules.

Ensure a level 
playing field - 
especially for 
new entrants 

(agencies) in line 
with the relevant 

regulations.

Expand and 
grow the APAC 
plan. (Review 

and expand the 
awareness and 
communication 

strategy, 
specifically to 

producers, plus 
unorganised 
groupings).
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OBJECTIVE 1:   

Continue with existing regulatory activities

We will continue to perform and enhance our existing regulatory activities as reflected below:

PROSPECTSPERFORMREVIEWMANAGE

Registrations
• New
• Transfer
• Ad hoc

Fees
• Annual fees
• Fidelity Fund       

contributions
• Guarantees

APAC Administration
• HR
• Finance and        

Procurement

Occupation Develop-
ment/ Enhancement
• Marketing and 

promotions
• Policy-making
• Training

Trust Reconciliations
• Review
• Trust account   

winding up
• Follow up

Audit reports
• Review
• Follow up
• Auditor verification

Unclaimed Monies
• Review
• Follow up
• Advertisement

Investigations
• Internal
• External

Disciplinary and
Criminal Proceedings

Compliance and
Stock Audits

Special Projects
• Training
• Committees
• Industry

Credit Sales

Buyer Interactions
• Sales
• Cancellations
• Reservations

Market Policies

Freshmark System

Market Intelligence

APAC’s day-to-day management include the following operational activities:

• Registration and re-admission of agents.
• Collection of security and maintenance payments from agents.
• Receipt of unclaimed monies from agents.
• Reviews of interim and annual trust reconciliations and audit reports.
• Embark on special projects such as compliance audits, stock audits, training and explore prospects. 
• Investigation of conflicts of interests and advising thereon.
• Inspections and investigations of complaints received.
• Attendance at disciplinary proceedings.
• Marketing activities. 
• Marketing of support services.
• Management of Fidelity Fund contributions and claims against the Fidelity Fund.
• Attending to APAC’s internal financial management, human resources, and procurement. 
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Corporate Governance

Sub-committees comprise of council members (see Appendix 2) with external persons invited as the need arises. The 
sub-committees discuss matters related to their focus areas. All decisions will subsequently be submitted to Council for 
endorsement. We will
• Ensure that all sub-committees meet quarterly (unless the sub-committee members agree that there is no need for a 

meeting at that stage).
• Consider resource constraints and will hold meetings as far as possible at the offices of APAC or via video conferencing to 

eliminate costly travel and unnecessary expenditure.
• Ensure that sub-committee’s function effectively to ensure corporate governance accountability and to achieve APAC 

goals timeously. 

Explore appropriate means of fair funding of APAC operations by all three components, 
as well as explore all other possible means of obtaining funding.

Current funding of APAC activities originates primarily from contributions made by fresh produce agents. Adequate funding 
to regulate livestock and export agents is lacking.

To obtain additional funding, we will explore the following:
• Engagements with the DALRRD to request stable and continuous funding of APAC activities.
• Discussions with industry role players to solicit long-term financial support to enhance and expand APAC activities.
• Request expedient implementation, in line with the foreseeable amendment of the Act in Objective 2, to ensure greater 

financial support from export and livestock agents.
• Access affiliate international funding in support of agricultural development in South Africa.

OBJECTIVE 2: 

Consider aspects that are required in the Act that can be amended by the rules.  We will
• Explore and identify aspects that require further amendments to the Act.
• Actively engage with the DALRRD about the status and progress of the passing of the Agricultural Produce Agents Bill 

2020.
• Redraft the rules in respect of fresh produce agents, export, and livestock agents, upon approval and implementation 

of the Agricultural Produce Agents Amendment Act to serve as proper vehicles of implementation of notable changes.
• Consider all amendments to the rules in respect of fresh produce agents, export, and livestock agents, in conjunction 

with industry representatives and industry role players.
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OBJECTIVE 3: 
Representation of exporters on the Council to meet with the FPEF to consider current needs and rules.  We will
• Continue to actively engage the FPEF to ensure a continuation of our mutual beneficial working relationship.
• Work in conjunction with the FPEF to consider any changes to the Rules in Respect of Exporters upon implementation of 

the Agricultural Produce Agents Amendment Act.
• Encourage the FPEF and other industry organisations to assist in ensuring that all export agents are registered and 

compliant in terms of the Act.

OBJECTIVE 4: 
 
APAC must ensure a level playing field, especially for new entrants (agencies), in line with the relevant regulations.  We will 
• Ensure that all new entrants (agents and agencies) are afforded a fair and legitimate opportunity when an application is 

received.
• Work in conjunction with market authorities to allow easy access for new agents and agencies at fresh produce markets.
• Ensure that the web-based training platform is accessible to all new applicants and will provide support and assistance 

to training material and examinations.
• Provide practical training and mentorship continuously to new entrants to ensure a smooth induction to their new work 

environment.
 

OBJECTIVE 5: 

Expand and grow the APAC plan. (Review and expand the awareness and communication strategy, specifically to producers, 
plus unorganised groupings).

Our marketing and promotion strategy will continue to focus on:
• Educating farmers about the legal responsibilities of agents and encouraging farmers to report irregularities promptly to 

mitigate claims against the Fidelity Fund.
• Promoting the APAC brand through various mediums and make farmers aware of their dual responsibility to manage and 

monitor their own financial risk, as they are also responsible for the preservation of the Fidelity Fund.
• Engaging with industry stakeholders to create an awareness about the benefits of utilising the aggregated services 

offered by registered agents functioning within the regulatory environment.
• Publishing articles and presenting at farmers’ days that caution producers about the risks of doing business with 

unregistered agents.
• Distributing an annual report on registered and deregistered agencies and sales personnel to markets and industry 

stakeholders. This includes the continued updating and maintaining of the APAC website.
• Exhibiting at career fairs with the aim of promoting the entrepreneurial opportunity available within the agent occupation.
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• Loss of key people 
at APAC (lean 
structure).

• ‘Fly-by-night’ 
agents.

• Criminality by 
registered APAC 
members.

• Increased 
inspections adding 
no value (increased 
costs).

• Legality of the right 
to have information 
(access) from 
agencies without 
asking them.

• APAC focus on 
predominantly 
one sector (fresh 
produce).

• No funding from 
Government.

• Increase awareness 
through the 
Council.

• Increase links 
and relationships 
between industry 
bodies (APAC 
relationship and 
consultation).

• Expand 
understanding 
of all role players 
and where there is 
symbiosis.

• APAC collaboration 
with other players; 
e.g. transformation

• Use of technology.

• Act through 
consultation in all 
sectors.

• Council members 
to help/enable 
APAC (develop 
KPIs for committee 
chairpersons).

• Inability to protect 
the other two 
sectors (export 
and livestock - no 
Fidelity Funds 
legislated).

• No teeth in export 
and livestock 
sectors. 

• Funding.

• Outdated Act.

• Insufficient staff – 
APAC (need relevant 
expertise).

• Audit committee 
does not look at 
risk (it must do so in 
future).

• Lack of awareness 
of APAC amongst 
producers and 
industry role 
players.

• Legislation changes 
are slow.

• Current APAC 
structure (focus 
predominantly on 
fresh produce).

APPENDIX 1 - SWOT ANALYSIS

THREATSOPPORTUNITIESWEAKNESSESSTRENGTHS

• Producer protection 
in fresh produce 
agency sector.

• APAC staff 
(knowledge and 
experience).

• APAC’s successes 
in fresh produce 
sector.

• APAC functions 
well/ culture/ 
effective.

• APAC is unique – 
uses diversity of 
council members.

• Agents Council 
for the protection 
of the producer 
(NOTE: unique key 
strength as a body).

We held a strategic workshop on 22 January 2019, to prioritise our core objectives for the three-year period between 
2019/2020 to 2021/2022. The workshop followed a systematic process to evaluate our status, our role players, the rules that 
we employ and, with the aid of a SWOT analysis, determine the opportunities for the future.

Council confirmed that APAC’s core mandate remains to effectively regulate the agent occupation, trading annually more than 
R130 billion per year, taking into consideration certain limitations and unavoidable constraints. We will work with the aim to 
resolve these issues in the future.
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APPENDIX 2 - CONSTITUTION OF THE COUNCIL
In terms of Section 3 of the Agricultural Produce Agents Act, 12 of 1992, the Minister appoints members of the Council for a 
maximum of three years. Council members are as follows:

Council Members Council Member End of term

Chairperson (Fresh Produce Producer) Mr JCS Lourens 4 March 2021

Fresh Produce Producer Mr EJ Jeftas 4 March 2020

Fresh Produce Agent Mr MJ Oosthuizen 4 March 2021

Fresh Produce Agent Mr A Vos 4 March 2021

Fresh Produce Agent Mr B Simons 4 March 2020

Livestock Producer Mr W Clack 4 March 2021

Livestock Producer Mr NL Masoka 4 March 2020

Livestock Agent Mr FJ Joubert 4 March 2021

Livestock Agent Mr P Badenhorst 4 March 2020

Livestock Agent Vacant -

Export Agent Mr D Kieviet 4 March 2020

Export Agent Mr A Van Zyl 4 March 2021

Export Agent Vacant --

Designated Mr M Mtshali 4 March 2021

Designated Vacant -

DALRRD Mr LS Manthata 4 March 2021

Consumer Mr NA Mbokane 4 March 2021

Consumer Mrs HJ Wilken 4 March 2021

In March 2020, the three-year term of five council members ended with the remaining council members terms ending on 4 
March 2021. In addition, three vacancies exist that should be filled as soon as possible. In anticipation of new appointments 
by the Minister, council members whose terms expire in March 2020 and March 2021 will continue to serve until we are 
officially informed of their replacements. This will ensure continuity and limit any unnecessary disruptions. 

Section 7(2) of the Act determines that Council may appoint one or more sub-committees, consisting of as many members of 
the Council, as may be deemed necessary. Sub-committees consist of a small group of council members assigned to a focus 
area such as Audit, Risk & Remuneration matters.  Sub-committee members will elect the Chairperson for the specific sub-
committee. The sub-committees discuss matters related to their focus area and make recommendations to Council for final 
endorsement. 

Council has appointed seven sub-committees (herein after referred to as committees) to assist in the discharge of its duties. 

• Ad Hoc Committee
• Audit, Risk & Remuneration Committee
• Transformation Committee
• Human Resource Committee
• Fresh Produce Committee
• Export Committee
• Livestock Committee Produce
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Terms of reference and reporting

The terms of reference of the committees are to discuss matters relating to their focus area. Any discussions, recommendations 
and approvals must be aligned to the objective of Council, as determined by Section 9 of the Act (to regulate the agent 
occupation and to maintain and enhance the occupation), as well as be in accordance with the legislative requirements of the 
Act and the respective Rules for Fresh Produce, Export and Livestock Agents.

Each committee will meet quarterly unless the committee members agree that there is no need at that stage for a meeting. 
With due regard to resource constraints, committee meetings can be held at APAC’s office or via video conferencing to 
eliminate costly travel and unnecessary expenditure. 

The Chairpersons of the respective committees will report to Council on all matters discussed at the sub-committee level. 
Recommendation for approvals will also be submitted to Council for approval.

A person will remain part of the Council and committees until such time that their term ends and the Minister appoints his 
or her replacement. However, in accordance with the Act, a person whose term has ended may be co-opted by Council to 
continue serving on a committee (with no voting right, but in the interest of continuity and good governance). 
 

Different committees

1.1 The Ad Hoc Committee

The Ad Hoc Committee will re-evaluate applicants who were disqualified under Section 16.6 of the Act, with due regard to 
their constitutional rights, and in accordance with the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, Act 3 of 2000. 

1.2 The Audit, Risk and Remuneration Committee

The role of the Audit, Risk and Remuneration Committee is to ensure the integrity of financial controls, policies, and integrated 
financial reporting as well as to identify and manage financial risks. It is essential that at least one member of this committee 
has suitable skills relating to accounting or/and auditing.
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1.3 The Transformation Committee

The Transformation Committee will identify and implement transformation initiatives with due regard to the requirements 
of the Act and resource availability. Any transformation initiatives must be in accordance with the relevant legislation and 
regulations.

1.4 The Human Resource Committee

The Human Resource Committee deals with personnel matters and personnel who perform the day-to-day administrative 
functioning of the council, the keeping of records of account, inspections and investigations into the affairs of agents and the 
institution and conducting of disciplinary or other proceedings against agents. 

1.5 The Fresh Produce Committee

The Fresh Produce Committee consists of fresh produce agents, fresh produce producers, the DALRRD, and any other category 
of council member. The focus area of this committee is to discuss matters relating to fresh produce agents as prescribed by 
the Act and the Rules for Fresh Produce Agents. 

1.6 The Export Committee

The Export Committee consists of export agents, fresh produce producers, the DALRRD and any other category of council 
member. The focus area of this committee is to discuss matters relating to export agents as prescribed by the Act and the 
Rules for Export Agents. 

1.7 The Livestock Committee
 
The Livestock Committee consists of livestock agents, livestock producers, the DALRRD and any other category of council 
member. The focus area of this committee is to discuss matters relating to livestock agents as prescribed by the Act and the 
Rules for Livestock Agents.
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APPENDIX 3 - OPERATIONAL PLAN

Primary mandate:  
The objective of APAC is to regulate the occupations of fresh produce, export and livestock agents and to maintain and 
enhance the status and dignity of these occupations and the integrity of those practising these occupations, according to 
section 9 of the Act.

Primary goal:  
To protect the interest of the farmer.

Operational plan for the financial year, starting on 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, to support the following strategic objectives:  

1. Continue existing regulatory activities (business as usual). 

2. Consider aspects required by the Act that can be amended by the rules.

3. Represent exporters on the Council to meet with the FPEF to consider current needs and rules.

4. Ensure a level playing field, especially for new entrants (agencies), in line with the relevant regulations.

5. Expand and grow the APAC plan. (Review and expand the awareness and communication strategy, specifically to producers 
and unorganised groupings).

Review of the APAC 2021/2022 Business Plan

Review of the 2021/2022 operational plan and activities undertaken by the Council will be reported subject to Section 11(8) 
of the Act within six months of the end of the 2021/2022 financial year (31 March 2022). This will include revised strategic 
objectives by the Council, in line with section 11(5A) of the Act.

1. Continuation of existing regulatory activities

ITEM ACTIVITY BY WHOM DATE COMMENT

1.1 Legislative compliance
1.1.1 Implement policy, rules and the codes 

of conduct determined by the
council in accordance with the Act.

Registrar Continuous Section 8(2)(b)(i)

1.1.2 General administration to ensure 
continuation of regulatory activities.

Registrar Continuous Section 8(2)(b)(ii)

1.2 Financial Performance 
1.2.1 Draft and submit a budget proposal 

for the forthcoming financial year to 
Council before due date.

Registrar End of 
December 
2020

Section 11(5A) of the Act requires 
the budget, as part of the Business 
Plan, to be submitted at least 3 
months before the end of the 
financial year

1.2.2 Manage procurement and monitor 
expenditure against approved budget 
and reporting to Council.

Registrar Continuous Section 10(c) & Section 11(2)
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ITEM ACTIVITY BY WHOM DATE COMMENT

1.2.3 Issue invoices for the Annual Fees and 
the Fidelity Fund Contribution by due 
date.

Deputy 
Registrar

Annual Fees – 
issued before 30 
June 2021

Fidelity Fund 
Contributions - 
issued before 31 
July 2021

Section 11(1)
Rule 13 & 14 of the Rules in 
Respect of Fresh Produce 
Agents 

1.2.4 Manage debt efficiently. Deputy 
Registrar

Continuous < 7 %

1.2.5 Administer the APAC Fidelity Fund - 
Obtain best investment opportunities 
with no capital risk at a deposit-taking 
institution.

Registrar As and when 
required

Section 11(4)
Target growth not less than 
inflation rate

1.2.6 Maintain proper accounting records and 
timely supplier payments in line with 
the Delegation of Authority Policy.

Deputy 
Registrar

Continuous Section 8(2)(b)(ii)
NAQ Status

1.2.7 Ensure the auditing of the Operational 
Budget and the Fidelity Fund 
(2020/2021). Submit to Council for 
approval, whereafter the Financial 
Statements must be forwarded to the 
DALRRD as part of the Annual Report.

Registrar Submit to DAFF 
within 6 months 
after the financial 
year end (by 
September 2021)

Section 11(8)

1.2.8 Review Agencies Guarantees annually 
and request, where applicable, 
increased Guarantees.

Deputy 
Registrar

Annual review by 
August 2021

Section 17
Rule 14 of the Rules in Respect 
of Fresh Produce Agents

1.3 Customer Satisfaction
1.3.1 Finalise investigation, taking disciplinary 

or legal action as well as validating the 
correctness of Fidelity Fund claims.

Deputy 
Registrar

6 months after 
outcome of 
a disciplinary 
tribunal

Section 8(2)(b)(ii)

1.3.2 Investigate complaints lodged by 
farmers and other stakeholders.

Deputy 
Registrar

As and when 
required

Section 8(2)(b)(ii)

1.3.3 Investigate complaints lodged by 
farmers and other stakeholders - Period 
to finalise the investigation to establish 
whether remedial or disciplinary action 
should be taken.

Deputy 
Registrar

1 Month Section 8(2)(b)(ii)

1.3.4 Maintain relationships and provide 
support to industry stakeholders such as 
Producers, Agents, Markets, Producer 
Organisations, Project Rebirth, IMASA, 
SAFLA, FPEF, etc. 

Registrar Continuous Strategic objective 5

1.4 Operational efficiency
1.4.1 Register new agencies, sales personnel, 

transfer of agents and disqualified 
applications.

Deputy 
Registrar / 
Administration 
Officer

3 weeks Section 16
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ITEM ACTIVITY BY WHOM DATE COMMENT

1.4.2 Check Trust reconciliations of fresh 
produce agents.

Compliance 
Officer

3 days 100 % checked within 
turnaround time and providing 
mentorship, coaching and 
training to agencies

1.4.3 Check fresh produce agents’ annual and 
bi-annual Trust audit reports as well as 
the auditor’s checklist.

Compliance 
Officer

Bi-annual 100% checked within 
turnaround time and taking 
disciplinary action where 
severe Trust account shortages 
are noted

1.4.4 Follow up with agencies, administering 
and gazetting of unclaimed monies.

Compliance 
Officer

1 November 2021 
& 31 January 
2022

Section 20(2)(a)

1.4.5 Draft and submit the business plan to 
Council for consideration and approval 
before the due date.

Registrar 31 December 
2020

Section 11(5A) of the Act 
requires the new next year 
budget as part of the Business 
Plan to be submitted at least 3 
months before the end of the 
current financial year

1.4.6 Draft and submit the approved annual 
report to the DALRRD. 

Registrar 30 September 
2021

Section 8(2)(b)(iii)

1.4.7 Conduct stock audits at fresh produce 
markets and investigate the outcome to 
determine if further action should be 
taken.

Deputy 
Registrar

Weekly Section 8(2)(b)(ii)

Planning provided monthly (it 
is important to note that stock 
audits are done on a “surprise 
basis”)

1.4.8 Compliance Audits - Manage the site 
audits and their outcomes in order to 
identify areas of concern that require 
remedial or punitive action.

Deputy 
Registrar

Monthly Read together with section 23 
of the Act

1.4.9 Engage with Market IT Systems to 
maintain system information needed to 
conduct investigations, stock audits and 
compliance audits.

Registrar/
Deputy 
Registrar

Monthly Logistical arrangement to 
access farmers information at 
fresh produce markets

1.5 Human Resource Management

1.5.1 Manage HR in terms of appointments, 
leave, disciplinary action, training needs, 
increments, etc.

Deputy 
Registrar

Weekly Appointments are managed as 
and when required

1.6 Innovation and Growth

1.6.1 Submit an Awareness Strategy to 
Council, together with the costing for 
the forthcoming financial year. 

Registrar 11 March 2020 Council Meeting

1.6.2 Write articles and newsletters, develop 
business cards and posters, exhibits, etc. 

Registrar Monthly As and when required (by 
invitation)

1.6.3 Provide support and assistance to the 
Transformation Committee.

Registrar Scheduled 
meetings

On request of the 
Transformation Committee 
Chairperson
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ITEM ACTIVITY BY WHOM DATE COMMENT

1.6.4 Innovate and improve internal and 
external procedures to ensure efficient 
and effective regulating.

Registrar/
Deputy 
Registrar

Continuous As and when required, 
requested & received

1.6.5 Develop the following guidelines: 
• How to choose the right auditor for 

your business.
• Whistleblowing.
• For Agents: Re-admission to the 

Occupation.
• For Agents: Compliance Programme 

under the Competition Act.
• For Agents: Guidelines/

Questionnaire to assess whether an 
applicant is “Fit and Proper” to act 
as an agent.

• For Producers: How to submit a 
claim to the Fidelity Fund.

• For Producers: Producer Rights 
under the Act and the Rules.

• For Producers/Agents: Code 
of Conduct in support of the 
Protection of Personal Information 
Act, Act 4 of 2013 (POPIA). 

Registrar Projects for 
the 2021/2022 
financial year

To be published for general 
usage and cognisance upon 
completion
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3.  Representation of exporters on the Council to meet with the 
Exporters’ Forum (FPEF) to consider current needs and rules.

ITEM ACTIVITY BY WHOM DATE COMMENT

3.1 Co-operation between APAC & FPEF
3.1.1 Engage with the Fresh Produce 

Exporter’s Forum to establish 
a mutual beneficial working 
relationship.

Registrar As per schedule 
provided by 
the FPEF

The Registrar was appointed 
to the board of Directors 
of FPEF in July 2019 and 
attends all Board meetings

3.1.2 Amend Rules in Respect of the 
Export Agents.  

Registrar/Deputy 
Registrar

31 March 2021 Refence point 2.2.1

3.1.3 Ensure compliance to the Act (i.e. 
that all exporters are registered).

Registrar/FPEF Continuous Section 16

3.2 Co-operation between APAC & PPECB
3.2.1 Establish a working relationship 

with the Perishable Produce Export 
Control Board to ensure that all 
Export Agents are registered with 
APAC.

Registrar/CEO PPECB Continuous Collaboration on a quarterly 
basis – dates to be 
determined

2. Consideration of aspects that are required in the Act that 
can be amended by the rules.

ITEM ACTIVITY BY WHOM DATE COMMENT
2.1 Amendment Act
2.1.1 Engage with the DALRRD about the 

status of amendments to the Act.  
Registrar January 2021 The Act as amended by the 

Agricultural Produce Agents 
Amendment Act, Act 47 of 
2003

2.1.2 Enhance APA Act. Registrar in consultation 
with the DALRRD

Continuous Specific enhancement of 
Export Agents and Livestock 
Agents

2.2 Rules in support of the Act
2.2.1 Investigate and amend rules in 

respect of fresh produce agents, 
export agents and livestock agents.

Registrar & Industry Role 
Players

Dates to be 
determined

Subject to the finalization of 
the APA Bill,2020
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4.   APAC must ensure a level playing field - especially for new 
entrants (agencies) in line with the relevant regulations.

ITEM ACTIVITY BY WHOM DATE COMMENT

4.1 Focus on new agents and agencies
4.1.1 Ensure that all new entrants are 

afforded a fair and legitimate 
opportunity to engage new 
applications.

Deputy Registrar / 
Administration Officer 

Continuous Refer point 1.4.1

4.1.2 Engage with market authorities to 
allow easy and enhanced access of 
new agencies and agents into the 
profession of fresh produce agents. 

Registrar & South 
African Union of Food 
Markets

As and when 
required

To be done in consultation 
with the AgriBEE Council 
(AgriBEE Codes) & Project 
Rebirth

4.1.3 Assist market authorities in the 
development and redrafting of 
bylaws to ensure the inclusion of 
transformational matters.

Registrar/Market 
Authorities/SAUFM

As and when 
required 

4.1.4 Provide discounted rates for BEE 
agencies and agents (Registration).

Deputy Registrar Continuous All applications to be 
evaluated and considered for 
preferential rates

4.2 Training
4.2.1 Provide discounted rates for BEE 

agencies and agents (Training).
Deputy Registrar Continuous

4.2.2 Make web-based training 
accessible to all new applicants.

Deputy Registrar Continuous Modules 1 – 4 

4.2.3 Enhance support and assistance 
with training material & 
examinations (one on one).

Deputy Registrar / 
Administration officer

As and when 
required

Training provided in 
English. Assistance in other 
languages on request

4.2.4 Provide on the job mentorship 
for new applicants to ensure a 
smooth induction to their work 
environment.

Deputy Registrar / 
Compliance Officer 
Administration officer

Continuous Induction training

4.2.5 Provide continuous and enhanced 
training for existing fresh produce, 
export, and livestock agents.

Deputy Registrar / 
Compliance Officer 
Administration Officer

Continuous Enhancement (focused) 
training

4.3 Training for farmers
4.3.1 Train new small-scale commercial 

farmers on request of the DALRRD. 
Administration Officer Training as 

scheduled by 
DALRRD

20 scheduled sessions for 
the financial year 

4.3.2 Attend farmers/marketing days. Registrar/Deputy 
Registrar / Compliance 
Officer/Administration 
Officer

Per invitation Attendance per formal 
request only (to be 
approved by Registrar and 
where necessary the APAC 
Chairperson)
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5.  Expand and grow the APAC plan. (Review and expand 
the awareness and communication strategy, specifically to 
producers, plus unorganised groupings).

ITEM ACTIVITY BY WHOM DATE COMMENT

5.1 Enhance and grow the APAC brand
5.1.1 Review and expand the APAC awareness and 

communication strategy for producers and 
unorganised groupings.

Registrar/Deputy 
Registrar

Continuous Formal presentations and 
discussion groups

5.1.2 Review and expand the APAC awareness and 
communication strategy (General).

Registrar/Deputy 
Registrar

Continuous Whenever possible (e.g. 
Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

5.1.3 Evaluate marketing, media and campaigns 
aimed at educating farmers about the legal 
responsibilities of agents. Encourage farmers to 
report irregularities promptly to mitigate claims 
against the Fidelity Fund.

Registrar/Deputy 
Registrar

Continuous Risk based proactive 
communication and 
interaction 

5.1.4 Promote the APAC brand through the following 
print media:
• CHIPS Magazine (PSA)
• FarmBIZ Magazine
• Farmlink
• FoodNext Africa Conference
• Holland Trade Reception 
• Landbou Weekblad Magazine
• Farmers Weekly Magazine
• PMA Conference
• Sandvelder
• Undercover Farming Expo
• Fruit & Vegetables Magazine
• NuFarmer

Registrar Schedule in 
conjunction 
with 
magazine 
editors

Subject to budget 
availability and impact 
assessment

5.1.5 Promote the APAC brand through the following 
radio stations:
• RSG (3 interviews)
• Landbou Radio (20 interviews planned)
• Radio Forum KZN
• OFM Radio
• Any other opportunities

Registrar Schedule in 
conjunction 
with radio 
stations

As and when available

5.1.6 Engage with industry role players and 
stakeholders to create an awareness of the 
benefits of utilising the aggregated services 
offered by registered agents functioning within 
the regulatory environment.

Registrar Continuous As and when possible

5.1.7 Present APAC mandate at farmers’ days. Registrar/Deputy 
Registrar

By 
invitation

Attendance per formal 
request only (to be 
approved by Registrar 
and where necessary the 
APAC Chairperson)
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Meetings and committees

The following meetings/committees are established in terms of Section 7(2) of Act 12 of 1992 (the Act):

• Council Meeting 
• Audit, Risk & Remuneration Committee 
          (To occur in conjunction and prior to Council meetings)
• Ad Hoc Committee (Meetings scheduled as and when required) 
 No Fidelity fund certificate may be issued to a person who is disqualified, unless Council is satisfied that such an
 appointment is in the interests of justice, in terms of Section 16(6) of the Act. APAC’s Ad Hoc Committee will
 evaluate applications of previously disqualified agents who were prohibited with due regard to their constitutional
 rights, and in accordance with the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, Act 3 of 2000. 
• Transformation Committee 
 (Meetings to be constituted on request of the Committee Chairperson and in conjunction with the Registrar)
• Human Resource Committee 
 (Meetings to be constituted on request of the Committee Chairperson and in conjunction with the Registrar)
• Fresh Produce Committee 
 (Meetings to be constituted on request of the Committee Chairperson and in conjunction with the Registrar)
• Export Executive Committee 
 (Meetings to be constituted on request of the Committee Chairperson and in conjunction with the Registrar)
• Livestock Executive Committee 
 (Meetings to be constituted on request of the Committee Chairperson and in conjunction with the Registrar)

Terms of reference and reporting

The terms of reference of the committees (and meetings) are to discuss matters relating to their focus area. Any discussions, 
recommendations and approvals must be aligned to the objective of Council, as determined by Section 9 of the Act (to 
regulate the agent occupation and to maintain and enhance the occupation) as well as be in accordance to the legislative 
requirements of the Act and the respective Rules for Fresh Produce, Export and Livestock Agents.

Each committee will meet quarterly unless the committee members agree that there is no need, at that stage, for a meeting. 
With regard to resource constraints, committee meetings can be held at APAC’s office or via video conferencing to eliminate 
costly travel and unnecessary expenditure.

ITEM ACTIVITY BY WHOM DATE COMMENT

5.1.8 Distribute an annual report to showcase the 
performance of APAC. 

Registrar Yearly See point 1.4.6

5.1.9 Maintain and update the APAC Website 
(apacweb.org.za).

Deputy Registrar Weekly Includes the publication 
of the APAC Business 
Plan, the APAC 
Annual Report & relevant 
newsletters 

5.10 Exhibit at career fairs with the aim of 
promoting the entrepreneurial opportunity 
available within the agent occupation. 

Deputy Registrar By 
invitation

Dates to be determined
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Date Focus Comments

17 March 2021 (Wednesday) Planned Final Meeting (2020/2021 financial year) Confirmed

16 June 2021 (Wednesday) Planned 1st Meeting (2021/2022 financial year) Confirmed

2 December 2021 (Thursday) Planned 2nd Meeting (2021/2022 financial year)
• Approval of the APAC 2020/2021 APAC Annual Report
• Consideration and approval of the 2022/2023 APAC 

Business Plan

Confirmed

March 2022 Planned Final Meeting (2021/2022 financial year) To be confirmed

Date Focus Comments

17 March 2021 
(Wednesday)

Planned Final Meeting (2020/2021 financial year)
• Consideration of:

o Salary increases
o Performance appraisals (Bonuses)
o Financial year end closure
o Financial oversight

Confirmed

16 June 2021 
(Wednesday)

Planned 1st Meeting (2021/2022 financial year)
• Consideration of fees: 

o Annual Fees – to be issued before 30 June 2021
o Fidelity Fund Contributions – to be issued before 31 July 2021
o Approval of financial statements

Confirmed

2 December 2021 
(Thursday)

Planned 2nd Meeting (2020/2021 financial year)
• Consideration of the 2021/2022 budget

Confirmed

March 2022 Planned Final Meeting (2021/2022 financial year)
• Consideration of:

o Salary increases
o Performance appraisals (Bonuses)
o Financial year end closure
o Financial oversight

To be 
confirmed

Meetings (Planning)
Council Meeting

Audit, Risk & Remuneration Committee

The Chairpersons of the respective committees will report to Council matters discussed at the sub-committee level. 
Recommendation for approvals will be submitted to Council.

A person will remain part of the Council, and committees until such time that their term end and the DALRRD appoints his 
or her replacement. However, in accordance with the Act, a person whose term has ended may be co-opted by Council to 
continue serving on a committee (with no voting right, but in the interest of continuity and good governance). 
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Date Focus Comments

7 April 2020 Planned 1st Meeting
• Evaluation of the status of Agency/Agent Transformation Survey that 

APAC will conduct between January to March 2021

Confirmed

Additional Meeting/s as required To be confirmed

Transformation Committee

Human Resource Committee
Date Focus Comments

June 2021 • Approval of the Agricultural Produce Agents Bill, 2020
• Expansion of APAC personnel

To be confirmed

Additional Meeting/s as required To be confirmed

Fresh Produce Committee
Date Focus Comments

June 2021 • Approval of the Agricultural Produce Agents Bill, 2020
• Redrafting of the Rules in Respect of Fresh Produce Agents 

To be confirmed

Additional Meeting/s as required To be confirmed

Export Committee

Date Focus Comments

June 2021 • Approval of the Agricultural Produce Agents Bill, 2020
• Redrafting of the Rules in Respect of Export Agents 

To be confirmed

Additional Meeting/s as required To be confirmed

Livestock Committee

Date Focus Comments

June 2021 • Approval of the Agricultural Produce Agents Bill, 2020
• Redrafting of the Rules in Respect of Livestock Agents 

To be confirmed

Additional Meeting/s as required To be confirmed
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Contact Information
OFFICE

POSTAL

TEL

FAX

WEBSITE

EMAIL

AUDITOR

BANKERS

Unit 5, Benvista Office Park, Edgar Street, Jansen Park, Boksburg

Suite number 69, Private Bag X9, East Rand, 1462

011 894 3680

011 894 3761

www.apacweb.org.za

francois@apacouncil.co.za

Mr J. Drotskie, Registered Accountant & Auditor

Nedbank, Investec, and Bidvest





www.apacweb.org.za


